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Concurrent Session:

Second Chance: Identifying Tendencies 
and Traits in Felons Who Are Most 
Likely to Thrive if Given a Second 

Chance





Why do people compromise morally? From embezzlement, extra 
marital affairs, stealing office supplies, corporate espionage, big 

or small, etc.  What are some of the common components? 
Regardless of the specific moral compromise each case has three 

elements: pressure, opportunity and rationalization. The 
foundational psychological principle supporting these three is 

resentment.
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Crucial Questions

Identifying Ethical Vulnerabilities

Crucial Questions • Can I define my guiding values? Do I live them?
• Am I able to cope healthily when facing challenges?
• Do I actively seek support from others?
• Can I draw clear, healthy boundaries in my life?
• Am I able to exhibit self control and delayed gratification?
• Do I let go of toxic people and situations?
• Can I take action rather than complaining?
• Am I able to celebrate others even when I don’t care for 

them personally?
• Do I respond to criticism appropriately?
• Can I reasonably de-escalate conflicts?
• Am I connected emotionally intimately with others?



Provides the Feeling of 
Breathing Room

Opportunity

Chronic, Boiling Point, Feeling 
Trapped 

Pressure

Plausible, Starts with the 
Conclusion then Creating 

Justifications

Rationalization



Hiring Factors



Recidivism
13% of first-time 

incarcerated people 
THEN account for 

91% of those further 
incarcerated 

Drugs 62%

Murder 41%

Identity Theft 77%

Sex Crimes 94%

White Collar 24%



Understanding 
Recidivism



Media

Media can say 
anything they want 

with little 
accountability. PSR is 
unbiased, verifiable, 
and accurate. Also 

look at Release 
Report which will 
outline inmates 

incarcerated behavior.

Responsible

Listen for language of 
responsibility rather 
than justification or 

excuse.  Explanation 
is important but not as 
excuse for behavior.

Growth

Look for active 
participation in 12 

step programs, 
therapy relationships.  
Listen for language of 

gratitude 
demonstrating their 
evolution. Look for 
changes of people 

and places. Before / 
After Language. 

People

Listen to who has 
stayed in their life and 
who has left as well 

as who they have kept 
in their life and who 

they have eliminated 
from their life.  

Forthcoming

Look for the individual 
to share their story 
proactively.  Ask to 

see their Pre-
Sentencing Report 
(PSR) which has a 

percentage of 
likelihood to reoffend.



Equality

Tim
e

Correlation

Explain

Approach the person as you 
would want to be treated if 
you were in their shoes. Be 
sure to treat all individuals 
and crimes the same.

Equality

Did you give the candidate a 
chance to explain himself? If 
a candidate has a conviction 
that you say disqualifies him 
for the position, the EEOC 
requires you to give the 
person a chance to 
"demonstrate that the 
exclusion should not be 
applied due to his particular 
circumstances."

Explain

How long has it been since 
the conviction? If the job 
candidate has a conviction 
for shoplifting from six 
months ago, and it’s their 
third conviction you can make 
a strong argument that this is 
not a trustworthy individual. If 
that conviction occurred 5+ 
years ago, however, and no-
repeat convictions have 
occurred — not so much. 

Time

How does the conviction relate 
to the job? You can reject a 
person who embezzled from a 
previous employer as your 
company's comptroller, but 
probably not for a job with no 
access to funds. 

Correlation



Benefits of 
Hiring a Felon



01 02

03 04

Tax Credits
Employers can claim 
tax credits up to 40% 
of a felon’s first year 
wages. The second 
year they can claim 
25%.

Improved Culture
Demonstrates a culture of 
support and accountability.

Tax Rebates
Employers can 
receive between 
$1200 and $9600 
per employee in tax 
rebates the first 
year of employment.

Loyal Employees
They often appreciate the work 
they have been given and repay 
you with impressive effort to 
show their gratitude.

Benefits of Hiring a Felon



Key Takeaways



Seek to Understand

Take into Account ALL 
Information

They Pay for Themselves 
and Improve the Culture

It ALL Starts with YOU

02 Not All Felonies are 
Equal

04 Moral Compromise 
can be Prevented

01People Make Mistakes

03There are Benefits to 
Hiring a Felon



Thank You
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